Places to See In Vietnam
Are you confused about planning your holiday destination? Is your choice and that of
your family doesn’t match much? Here is something I have in store for you that will
make you fall in love with this place.
You can fix your foreign trip to Vietnam and enjoy a nice vacation full of variety and
fun. Vietnam has been one of the histories studded South Asian country. This
country with all its natural beauty is a slender one on its map. The country has China
as its northern border, Khmer Republic to its west. The beautiful South China Sea
surrounds its eastern as well as southern border. With its vivid geographical zone
Vietnam attracts a lot of visitor throughout the year.
So, get all your passports and Vietnam visa set for a pleasant tour without much of a
pocket punch. But to make your travel experience the ultimate one, you need to
know the best ranked spots. This Vietnam tour can give you the fullest adventure
that you expect with all the comforts of a beach holiday. You can also cherish the
soothing sightseeing of this extravagant destination. Here is the list of off-the-beatentrack tourist spots that are a must see in this country.
Hanoi
The capital city of Vietnam is the beautiful place to see, lying in the north of the
country. The architecture of the place is a lot influenced by the French designs. The
pillar of pagoda symbolizing the mercy goddess is a good a must see. You should
also stay at hotels in Hanoi’s Old Quarter.
Other lively as well as significant must visits are things are the Temple-of-Literature
based on the Chinese as well as the Vietnamese architecture, the national park at
Cuc Phuong being the largest national park at Vietnam and the Museum of
Ethnology, Lake of Hoan Kiem and the opera house. The forest reserve mentioned
above stands out to be one among the last prevailing primeval reserves with a huge
variety of flora and fauna; some of which are extinct otherwise.
Craft and Culture Of Hanoi
You can visit the Hanoi’s art galleries and check out some of the beautiful art crafts
out there. Add on to your holiday the fun of shopping with the tribal crafts. You will
find a number of stores selling you the antiquities and crafts that has a taste of
Vietnamese culture in them. You will definitely love the essence of silence that the
night life in Vietnam has.
Ho Chi Minh City
The exotic must see places in the city of Saigon, as it was formerly known, are
Cathedral of Notre Dame, the Temple of Jade Emperor, Pagoda of Vinh Nghiem and
many more. The beautiful resort of Mui Ne can give you the pleasures of sand dunes
as well as the beach combo. Tremendous shopping options are available at the
Chinese district of Chalon where you will get to see a good number of historical
monuments.
Haiphong
This city has streets that are lined with flowers, with its geographical area being the
third largest. Experience the visit to the ancient pagoda of Du Hang. The exquisite

creation from the past will give you some of the best shots. The spectacular furniture
interests the tourists from the globe.
Mekong Meandering
The twisty boat rides at the delta is quite a big attraction for the Vietnamese tourists.
Do not forget your camera as that will make you miss the lifetime snaps of your
water excursion. This tour is a fascinating one and you will love to experience the
view of the charming floating markets as well as the orchards and mangroves.
You can even stay overnight on the boat resorts without much of pocket buzz and
feel the adventurous night. You can tour the Chau Doc with this water ride; all you
need to do is to climb the Sam Mountain after your ride to that place.
Dalat-The Tribal Hue
If the tribal hue attracts you so much then do not miss a visit to the village of Dalat.
Although a bit on the outskirt, the place will give you the interesting shots of the
beautiful lat village as well as the chicken village. Shopping opportunities of the tribal
crafts are worthy to opt for. The natural waterfalls and the green nature with
the French urbanized culture will make you bless tour plans.
Treks And Sapa
Trekking on the lovely mountain of Sapa is another exciting thing, if you want some
sport at your vacation. You will have the extremely friendly and loving tribal kids who
will accompany you with your sport. Sapa is a lovely village at the hill-side which
brings all the mentioned enjoyments.
The splendid waterfalls as well as the vibrant tribal outfits will make tour trip
awesome; Bac waterfall is an exclusive must see. The ethnic music will drive in the
aroma of happiness in you. At the end of the day you will feel obliged by the
hospitality of the people there.
Halong Bay
Wow! You will love paddling around the place, this is actually so wonderful. The
astonishing formations of limestone at the place will make you love it so much.
This heritage site is situated at the Gulf of Tonkin. The monolithic limestone rise is
actually spectacular and your tour will be incomplete without it. You can cherish the
exotic caves that are there. It includes cave of Do Go, famous for its stick like
appearance, cave of Sung Sot, Trong or the drum cave, and so many more. You can
even make a night halt at the island of Cat Ba.

